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WA CHINESE ARCHITECTURE AWARD 2012
秦皇岛歌华营地体验中心 Gehua Youth and Cultural 
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贡手工造纸博物馆 Gaoligong Museum of Handcraft 
Paper 悦美术馆 Yue Art Gallery 悦丰岛有机农场采摘
亭 Yuefeng island Eco-Farm Harvest Pavilion 杭州支
付宝大厦 Hangzhou Alipay Buidling 上海文化信息产
业园 B4/B5 地块 B4/B5 Blocks of Shanghai Culture & 
Communication Industrial Park 美新微纳传感厂区办
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The Equal Opportunities Committee at the 
Università di Torino probably never imagined that 
a questionnaire handed out to female teaching 
staff, researchers, PhD students and undergraduates 
working at a new university campus in the outskirts 
of Torino could ever have had such an outcome. The 
results highlighted the extremely difficult situation 
that women found themselves in when trying to 
balance their work, or study obligations, with their 
family life, especially if they had young children. 
From this relatively humble beginning was the 
Città della Conciliazione (the work-life balance 
centre) born. The concept of sustainability here 
takes the form of a union between work and home 
life. In fact, this 5 000m2, poly-functional building 
houses nursery schools for infants, support centres 
for families as well as areas dedicated to user 
wellbeing and cultural activities.
Three interdisciplinary work groups were 
formed (educational, managerial and architectural) 
to find the necessary funding and bring this 
innovative project to life. These groups' work 
included putt ing the know-how that publ ic 
institutions had to offer into action and outlining an 
original operational strategy, which included, among 
other tasks, architectural design workshops with 
students and staff in the field and lobbying action to 
secure National and European funding.
The final projectǉ carried out under the 
guidance of the Department of Architecture and 
Design at Politecnico di Torinoǉ came to life 
thanks to a painstakingly inclusive process that 
brought all future users of the edifice together to 
discuss architectural design hypotheses, especially 
when it came to the experimental and relational 
nature of the educational spaces and layout. This 
is truly a project, and a process, of great social 
value, the type of which is, unfortunately, not as 
common as it should be in today's Italy and one 
that, furthermore, places real importance on 
networking. 
Meticulous detail has been paid to making 
this project work, but certainly not simply for the 
sake of doing so, in fact, it has always been the 
desire of all involved that the staff and students 
who use the facility feel it serves them. The Città 
della Conciliazione is, if nothing else, proof of the 
power of morphology when it comes to reconciling 
seemingly contrasting obligations, needs and 
expectations. ŕ
ᄽዷ /Client: Città di Grugliasco (Torino)
ยऺཷܓ /Design Team: Antonio De Rossi, Massimo 
Crotti, Marie-Pierre Forsans, Liliana Bazzanella Ǆۼଳ
૙߾ٷბॺዾᇑยऺဣ /Department of Architecture 
and Designǉ Politecnico di TorinoǅCarlo Novarino, 
Sebastiano Ciavarella (Atcၜణ๚ခ໯ /Atc Projet.to ltd)
ࢇፕኁ /Collaborators: Francesca Camorali, Andrea 
Delpiano, Ilaria Fattori, Jessica Jacqueminaz, Chiara 
LucchiniǄۼଳ૙߾ٷბॺዾᇑยऺဣ /Department of 
Architecture and Designǉ Politecnico di TorinoǅCarlo 




Kindergarten, nursery school, cultural services 
area, support centre for family, welness centre, 
restaurant, coffee bar
ں܎௬ओ /Site Area: 14 130m2
ॺዾ௬ओ /Building Area: 4 852m2
୴ں௬ओ /Green Area: 4 100m2
ሰॏ /Cost: € 5.47M
׶ॺฆ /Construction Company: Gruppo Sae ltd and 
Fyb Costruzioni ltd (Torino)
ยऺ঩܎ /Design Period: 2005-2006 
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